Adventure #35 – The Sandpit — Walkthrough
(map on page 2)

1. You start in the northwest pink level marked “start.” Throughout this adventure, collect any gems and
coins that you can reach.
2. Walk down the West side and then the South side of the sandpit. Find the red arrow #1 that takes you to
the peach level.
3. Walk around to the West side and find the red arrow #3 that will take you to the yellow level.
4. Grab the Purple key on the West side. Walk to the Purple gate on this same level, open it; Green Key,
and White key.
5. Go back up in the red arrow #3 to peach level. Do NOT open the green gate that you find here, but
continue to red arrow #1 to the pink level.
6. Walk all the way West and then North to where the puzzle starts and open the Green gate.
7. Continue walking East, then South. About half way down there is a Red key to pick up. After you have it,
continue to the southeastern most corner and pick up the Indigo (dark blue) key.
8. Use that Indigo key immediately on the Indigo Gate directly West of you. Get the Purple key.
9. Walk up to the north and use red arrow #2 to go down to the peach level.
10. Walk west to find the Blue (cyan) key.
11. Walk to the close red arrow #4 to the yellow level.
12. Use the Red key on the Red gate, grab the Orange key.
13. Use the nearest red arrow #5 to the green level.
14. Grab the Yellow Key.
15. Walk back to red arrow #5 to yellow level, then to arrow #4 to peach level, then to arrow #2 to pink level.
16. Walk West then South and open the Yellow gate. Take the White key.
17. Walk East to arrow #1 - peach level. Walk up and open the Orange gate.
18. Grab the gems and coins and then continue North to the Indigo key.
19. Walk South, then West to open the Purple gate, push the brown button to activate a bridge East of you.
20. Walk East, over the bridge and take the Green key.
21. Walk all the way back West and open the Green gate. Take the White Key.
22. Find the nearest red arrow #3 and go down to the yellow level.
23. Walk east to open the light Blue gate. Take the gem, Red key, and White key
24. Go back to the red arrow #3 and up to the peach level. South to the Red gate and grab to light Blue key.
25. Find the South East red Arrow #1 and go up the pink level.
26. Walk all the way West, North, and East to the light Blue gate. Open it and grab the White key.
27. Go slightly West to the red arrow #2 and go down to the peach level.
28. Walk west, grab the gem, and open the Indigo Gate to get the last White key.
29. Now we're off to the star. As you walk back, make sure you have all gems and coins. If you need to stop
and get them on the way, use the map to help you not get lost on the way.
30. Form that last Indigo gate and White key walk past the first arrow you come to and go down to the next
one - arrow #4 to yellow level. Then arrow #5, to green level. Collect any remaining coins and gems.
31. You should have 6 White keys for the 6 White gates.
Open them, jump into the star, and do your happy dance.
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